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TITLE VIDEO

SAVING NOTRE DAME - 4K
(100' - 52')

Coming up

Trailer

THE 1.001 FACES OF PALMYRA
(90 & 52')

Delivery June 2020

Trailer

VATICAN: SECRETS OF THE POPES' 
CITY
(90' & 52')

Delivery June 2020

Trailer

CHILDREN OF CHAOS, WHAT 
BECAME OF WW2 ORPHANS
(90 & 2x52')

Delivery February 2021

Trailer

POMPEII RISING - 4K
(90' & 2x52')

90' / English version

PYRAMIDS BUILDERS: NEW CLUES 
- 4K 
(85' & 52')

52' / English version

DECOLONISATIONS
(3x52') Episode 1 / English version

CANNES 1939
(52') 52' / English version

In 2018 an unprecedented rescue mission and archeological campaign is launched, the first on this scale 
in the last 50 years. The leading experts work together trying to find new clues surrounding the disaster 
that hit the city in 79 of our era. Unexplored parts of the city will be revealed and major findings will 

emerge in front of our camera. With the use of cutting-edge technologies and re-enacted drama, this film 
brings new insights into the City’s life and fate at the height of the Roman Civilization.

For the first time archaeologists from around the world team up in search of funerary sculpted portraits of 
Palmyra. Disseminated around the world the portraits recount the story of the ancient city through the faces 
of the city’s inhabitants for the first time: a story that our film will unveil. The exploration of the inner secrets 

of these sculptures retraces the origin of the city’s commercial success, its unique language and specific 
writing and its environment that mixes Eastern and Western influences. Until today, Palmyra remains one of 

the few examples of perfect cultural integration in the history of humanity.

At 146 meters tall and with over two and a half million blocks of stone, the Great Pyramid of Khufu has 
fascinated the world since its construction 4,500 years ago. Some people believe ancient Egyptians had 
neither the knowledge nor the means to build such a structure, giving life to some incredibly far-fetched 

theories. But recent discoveries at sites dating from the era of Khufu have
shed new light on the technology available to builders at the time, as well as their country’s amazing 
organization. Findings from archaeological missions in 2018 and clues from various sites in Egypt will 

provide new insight into how the Egyptians managed to build the Great Pyramid in a quarter of a century.

This 3-hour series is the untold story of the long painful path towards Decolonisation in Africa, Middle East 
and Asia. A long-term process and cross breeding experience which started with the Fall of the European 

Colonial Empires in the 19th Century and has shaped the world as we know it today. A part of World 
History which highly resonates in the current public debate. Like a puzzle, this series unfolds revealing 

historical figures part of this drama and offers a radical new perspective on History.

In 1945, 15 million orphans roamed in the debris of Europe. Through recolorized archives and 
testimonies, we will understand how the victorious nations took control of the orphans regardless of their 
origins. Teaming up with the best historians, we will tell the stories of these children's broken lives, forever 

in search of their families. 

The first Cannes Film Festival didn’t took place, but it did exist, in 1939.
An event that we wanted to forget. This documentary blends politics, history and cinema, relating a very 

special moment in our collective memory : the triggering of the Second World War.

In 2018 an unprecedented rescue mission and archeological campaign is launched, the first on this scale 
in the last 50 years. The leading experts work together trying to find new clues surrounding the disaster 
that hit the city in 79 of our era. Unexplored parts of the city will be revealed and major findings will 

emerge in front of our camera. With the use of cutting-edge technologies and re-enacted drama, this film 
brings new insights into the City’s life and fate at the height of the Roman Civilization.

What started as a simple tomb became over a 2,000 years history the universal seat of Christendom and is 
today one of the most visited museum in the world with invaluable collections of Arts, Manuscripts, Maps. 
Using spectacular 3D modelisation and CGI to give viewers as never before a true understanding of the 
history of this architectural masterpiece and its extensions, the film will also use animation to tell relevant 
historical events. This heritage site reveals new untold secrets with the help of historians deciphering the 

Vatican’s rich archives and manuscripts collection and following the restorations at work (newly discovered 
frescoes by Raphael) and recent excavations. A story where Religion, Politics, Arts and Science meet to 

assert religious authority and serve as a spiritual benchmark.

SYNOPSIS
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MY AMERICA
(90' & 2x52') Trailer

MOOCHIE
(90' & 6x45')

Delivery late spring 2021

Trailer

GLOBESITY
(90' & 52')

52' / English version

QATAR CHARITY PAPERS
(90' & 52')

52' / English version

EMERGENCY
(8x48')

Episode 1 / English version

SAN FRANCISCO, WORLD CAPITAL 
3.0
(52')

52' / English version

THE DESCENDANT
(83' & 52')

83' / English version

An in-depth and eye-opening investigation on Qatar’s religious activism in Europe and its secret 
diplomacy, led by two seasoned journalists and renowned Middle East experts (Georges Malbrunot & 

Christian Chesnot). Based on leaked documents which have been analyzed and cross-examined, this film 
travels across Europe revealing the large-scale financial investments and ideological influence at work and 

questions the tight connections existing between Qatar and the Muslim Brotherhoods network in Europe.

From Algeria to Paris, from Tel-Aviv to Hebron, Pinhas Attali has gone from being a militant in the Jewish 
nationalist movement in Paris, to the leader of a terrorist group in France, to an Israeli soldier, to a 

business director. Today, at 57 years old, he believes that he is leading a divine mission: the colonisation 
of the West Bank. He has now become a well known and respected figure. He lives near Hebron, in the 

Jewish colony of Kyriat Arba. Together with his wife Sarah, he raises his nine children. Pinhas Attali defines 
himself as a fighter. Since his adolescence he has been caught up in a spiral of violence, that of the 
twentieth century Jew. An historical figure, he is both a victim and an antagonist, a hero to some, a 

terrorist and an occupant to others; his journey offers us an unique perspective on Jewish radicalism and 
colonisation. His story is intertwined with that of Israel: missing peace, latent war, and outbreaks of 

violence.

Facebook, Google, Amazon....these brands are part of your daily life, they know everything about you, 
but how much do you know them ?

Settled in the Silicon Valley and its capital San Francisco, the GAFA's are battling to win the race of 
technology and innovation. Like "Twitch" or"Front", they have to attract worldwide talents to grow fast, 
and the recipe is easy : games rooms, free cafeterias, no working hours, digital detox... they make their 

best to make them feel at home.
Once the wow factor has subsided, we take an interest in what the Instagram photos don’t show us: a town 

becoming progressively more white and rich, where racism and sexual deprivation rage.
In a city where they are trying to find eternal life, homeless people are still dying in the streets. San 

Francisco, happiness factory or antechamber of a hellish future?

Emergency: a fast-paced series at the heart of cities around the world which closely follows men and 
women working as emergency responders. Each episode combines two interlinked portraits of ambulance 
crews sharing a common theme in over 16 different locations. Action and suspense are sure to follow with 

its share of dramatic interventions.

Across the United States, the film dives into four uniquely American societal issues: the immigration, the 
opioid crisis, gun control and homelessness. The film aims to give a voice to the ones who do not give up 
and who, through trying to find sustainable solutions to the country’s problems, truly embody the ideals of 

the American Dream

Moochie is a six-part documentary miniseries about a murder case, shot as events unfold, from the police 
investigation to the jury’s final verdict.

September 2014. Jill Halliburton Su, a wealthy heiress, is found brutally murdered in her Fort Lauderdale 
home. The police’s only evidence is a trace of DNA pointing to Dayonte Resiles, nicknamed Moochie, a 
20-year-old black man with no history of violence or apparent motive. Despite the weak case against him 
and the skepticism of the African-American community, Dayonte is indicted and the DA asks for the death 

penalty.
Moochie is a true-crime series in the tradition of Making a Murderer or The Staircase. We are following 
the trial through the eyes of six main characters, each with their own personal stake in the case: Dohn, 

Allari and Gentry, a dedicated defense team working to save its client from death row; Tiffany, a 
whistleblower facing repercussions for speaking out; Crystal, the suspect’s girlfriend who, incarcerated 
herself, begins to doubt the man she thought she knew so well, and Moochie. By turns charming and 

troubling, the ambiguous character at the center of the trial fuels an uneasy suspense. What is our heartfelt 
conviction: is he innocent or guilty? And what does the jury think?

An epidemic is spreading across the entire planet. It’s known as obesity and it’s a “time bomb.” How can it 
be stopped? This documentary is an unconventional, surprising international investigation that will quash 

many prejudices around the issue and sort facts from fiction.
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WELCOLME TO SALVINILAND
(52')

52' / English version

MEGAFIRES: THE GLOBAL THREAT
(90' & 2x52') 90' / English version

WAR TIME RAPES: THE UNSPOKEN 
WEAPON
(52')

52' / English version

ONE WAY TICKET
(52' & 83')

83' / English version

WATT THE FISH
(52')

52' / English version

TOP OF THE ROCKS
(5x52')

Delivery March 2021

Trailer

NATURAL DISASTERS: MEGA 
REGULATORS
(90' & 52')

Delivery early 2021

Trailer

ANIMAL DEMOCRACY
(90' & 52')

Delivery April 2021

Trailer

A 360° journey across the planet around five iconic stones: Granite, Limestone, Sandstone, Basalt, Clay, 
which have shaped our planet and have inspired human civilizations. An ambitious 4K series to reveal the 
secret life that hides within the mineral world and the way it connects cultures together and still impacts our 

environment today.

Tsunamis. Volcanic eruptions. Forest fires... Humanity has always feared natural disasters, but a change of 
paradigm is emerging: on a global scale, disasters never come alone! Scientists are discovering their 
interconnections, how one is triggered by another. Researchers are able to make out links between a 
cyclone and an earthquake, a volcanic eruption and a sea current. We’re uncovering the secrets of a 

suffering natural world which benefits from such upheavals and recreates itself as it gets destroyed. A new 
take on these extreme phenomena which act as the great climate regulators.

For more than a decade, wildfires of unprecedented force have been devouring our lives, homes and 
forests at a steady pace. Each year, 350 million hectares of forest go up in smoke, the equivalent of six 
times the size of France. In the US, the fire season now lasts up to two months longer than a generation 
ago, and the surface burnt annually has multiplied by three. This film sets out on a gripping journey of 

investigation from Europe to the US, Canada, Brazil and Indonesia to follow the work of a global team of 
dedicated firefighters, scientists and fire experts as they investigate why our forests are going up in flames, 

and act on an unexpected discovery: if we want to save our forests, homes, health and our climate, we 
need to radically change our attitude towards fire and the way we fight wildfires.

This international film questions 70 years of war rape, enslavement and sexual tortures from 2d World 
War time period in Japan, Germany, Italy, to more recent conflict zones in Former Yugoslavia, 

Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda. Mass rapes
used as a “collateral” weapon of war are destroying whole generations of women, men and children. In 
the last 30 years it has become a strategic weapon aimed at mass destruction used ever more widely in 
every new war zone. This is the taboo history of a collective and perverted weapon associated to crime 

against humanity.

“Benvenuti a Salviniland” offers you a sociological road movie, meeting Italian voters, who, by conviction 
or out of spite, support the politics of the one who secretly dreams of becoming “the new Mussolini”. They 
are bus drivers in Venice, trade unionists in Bologna, emeritus professors, heads of companies in the south, 
senators in the capital. All support Matteo Salvini and all, as we hear, have “a good reason for doing so.

ONE WAY TICKET is a documentary about the extraordinary journey of a Congolese family and their 
friend Isaiah who leave an African refugee camp after 20 years to start a new life in the United States. It is 

the story of men and women who lost everything and are now reinventing their future in an entirely new 
world.

The film, directed by French filmmaker Gregoire Gosset, is a beautiful journey across the US. Breathtaking 
footage and moving scenes pace this unique look at a brutal uprooting and the hope for a better life.

Jean-Pierre and Isaiah, our charismatic main characters, are resilient, unafraid and funny. Their optimism 
and wisdom pull us into their incredible life changing adventure.

A film which captures the birth of a common political front between traditional fishermen on both sides of 
the Channel (and beyond) under Brexit Era. They are bound to fight together for survival against the 

industrial lobbies! From the local european fisheries to the corridors of the EU Parliament, a vivid account 
of what it takes to ban electric fishing for a more sustainable approach to the sea ressources. A true 

immersive investigation over two years featuring ordinary heroes fighting powerful corporations, confused 
politicians and hard hitting activists united to turn EU regulations upside down. Heated debates and tensed 

discussions, demonstrations, media campaign and scientific controversy are all part of the plot, in this 
empowering film! A feel good movie with a cinematographic approach…

What if Greeks didn’t invent democracy ?
There are many animals to live in groups, but when it comes to evolution, who guides the direction ? Who 
decides where to place the nest ? Who decides whether to continue hunting or stop it ? Shot in Botswana, 

France and England, in sumptuous animal reserves, “Animal Democracy” presents the behavior of species 
that offer each individual the opportunity to express themselves for the good of their community.

Revelations about these animal species that collectively make their decisions.
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SOUNDS OF NATURE
(3x52')

Episode Land / English 
version

HUMAN +
THE FUTURE OF OUR SENSES
(5x48')

1 Episode / English version

SEA LIONS RESCUE
(52') 52' / English version

UGANDA, THROUGH THE EYE OF A 
CHIMP
(52')

52' / English version

ASTEROIDS, NEW EL DORADO ?
(52') 52' 

BARDOT, REBEL WITH A CAUSE
(52')

52' / English version

PLANET CHEF - SEASON 2
(4x52')

1 Episode / English version

RENOIR AND THE GIRL WITH A 
BLUE RIBBON
(52')

52' / English version

KIRK DOUGLAS, THE 
UNTAMEABLE
(52')

52' / English version

WONDERS OF NORTHERN EUROPE
(5x52')

Episode Lapland / English 
version

Nordic territories are powerful stimuli to the imagination, places that evoke vast and infinite wild spaces, 
rich and stunning nature, perpetuated myths and traditions. They stand as an ode to the power of the Earth 
and elements, which humans respect and revere throughout their life, aware of only being a small part of 

this world.
Comprising five documentaries entirely shot in 4K, WONDERS OF NORTHERN EUROPE explores these 
regions, right at the heart of their majestic nature which surrounds and shelters people. 4 COUNTRIES, 5 

FILMS, 5 LANDS.

Every year, hundreds of thousands of animals are entangled and die in discarded or lost fishing nets 
across the world. Two dedicated Mexican vets have been tracking dozens of entangled sea lions that are 

slowly being killed by nets cutting into their necks. Watch as they lead a special rescue operation to 
capture the sea lions and perform delicate surgery to save them.

Prick up your ears and imagine you are out in the middle of nature. You hardly ever realize the amazing 
variety of sounds nature has to offer. In this series, viewers join world experts as they seek out the sounds 
produced by animals, birds and other insects. Over five continents, they open the doors of their natural 
laboratories to give us a glimpse of their extraordinary world. From the forests of Borneo to the warm 

waters of Polynesia to the untamed valleys of the Alps, they tirelessly track the sounds produced by our 
living ecosystems.

Are you ready to catch up with science fiction? Discover the science and technology of sense enhancement 
and recovery and explore how new technologies will revolutionize how we see, touch, taste, hear and 
smell. We’ll delve into the awe-inspiring and emotional stories of people whose lives are being turned 

around.

In the depths of a forest, a particularly endearing alpha male chimpanzee, Toti, lives. He roams his 
territory to unite his community and prevent enemy intrusions. But sometimes his spirit flies to the great 

spaces of the savannah, near the sources of the Nile, where the pachyderms confront each other under 
the sharp gaze of the leopard… Higher up on the volcanoes, where mountain gorillas are playing with 

their little ones. Through the eyes of Toti, discover the remarkable nature of a little known country of 
Equatorial Africa: Uganda.

"Girl with a Blue Ribbon” is a masterpiece by Auguste Renoir, unanimously recognized throughout the 
world now owned by the Emil Bührle Collection. Though currently priceless and universally admired, the 

painting’s recognition has come a long way. Discover the tumultuous journey of this painting whose fate is 
intimately linked to that of its model, Irène Cahen d’Anvers. A fate sadly connected to the darkest hours of 

Europe in the first half of the XXth century. And revisit Renoir’s early years of fame.

It is a difficult task to tell the story of such a legend, one of the last stars of the Golden Age of Hollywood. 
There were so many films, so many events… To make a film about, and with, Kirk Douglas is to travel 
through the 20th century and, in doing so, revisit practically the entire history of Hollywood. That is a 

testament to the scope of this life, and the scale of the myth.

Meet with a new generation of talented chefs who embody the new faces of French and International 
Cuisine. Originating from Brazil, Argentina, Japan, South Africa, Lebanon, Sweden, Colombia or even 

Mexico, they all trained and learnt the art of cooking in France, before starting their own restaurants in the 
country of birthplace of Gastronomy.

The need for rare metals is on the rise to serve our High-tech consumption and as an answer to the 
energetic transition needed. States and corporations are seriously investing the field of asteroid

mining activity as a resource to cover these needs. 

In 1973, at age 39, Brigitte Bardot decides to stop her acting career at the height of her fame to dedicate 
herself to animal welfare and protection. Her rebellious nature finds in this cause a genuine expression of 

who she really is. This intimate portrait including exclusive interviews provides a unique account of her 
journey as a movie icon turning into a radical advocate for wildlife protection ahead of her time.


